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Rearrangement of Sentence Questions for IBPS Clerk 

Pre, SBI Clerk Pre, RRB Asst. Pre 

Rearrangement of Sentence 9 

Directions: In the questions given below, a sentence has been broken down into 

four fragments labeled (A), (B), (C) and (D) and arranged, not necessarily in the 

correct order. You have to find the correct order of arrangement from the 

options given below. In case, the sentence is correct in its original form, please 

select (E) as your answer. 

 

1. Constructed role for women places them in the (A) / domestic sphere and 

prevents them from undertaking (B) / social, economic, and political activities 

designated for men (C) / In traditional, patriarchal societies, the culturally (D) 

A. ADCB   B. BCDA   C. DABC  D. DACB 
E. No rearrangement required 
 

2. Claimed that an “independent agency” found that (A) /  the Prime Minister, 

in a recent televised interview, misleadingly (B) / 70 lakh Employees’ Provident 

Fund Organisation (EPFO) accounts (C) / were opened for persons aged 18–25 

years (D) 

A. BACD   B. BCDA   C. ADCB  D. DBCA  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

3. That from January 2018, user charges in public hospitals for various services 

will (A) / services tax (GST) and to finance better quality services and improved 

maintenance (B) / At the end of 2017, the Maharashtra government issued a 

government resolution (C) / increase substantially, in order to cover the 

increased costs to hospitals due to goods and (D) 

A. DABC   B. CBAD   C. BACD  D. CADB  
E. No rearrangement required 
 



 

 

4. Of higher education because in addition to large-scale (A)/ state universities 

remain central in the entire structure (B)/ on-campus enrolment they grant 

affiliation and thereby administer (C)/ and control a large network of colleges in 

their respective jurisdictions.(D) 

A. BCDA   B. BACD   C. ADCB  D. DBCA  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

5. Surge pricing is a price discrimination policy which is (A)/ supply and is a 

strategy of taking advantage of (B)/ followed when the demand for a product 

exceeds its (C)/ low price elasticity of demand during peak or rush times. (D) 

A. ACBD   B. ABCD   C. DACB  D. CABD  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

6. Of universities by putting dynamic persons in key positions who (A)/ may 

bring desired administrative changes with their vision and actions (B)/ to ensure 

wider inclusion in a qualitatively meaningful higher education(C)/ the state 

should replenish both resource and leadership deficit (D) 

A. ADCB   B. BCDA   C. DACB  D. DABC  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

7. And investment treaties pertaining to crucial resources like (A)/ increasingly 

essential, such as telecommunications (B)/ a lot of arbitration today is centred 

on trade agreements (C)/ oil, gas, energy, and water as well as services that are 

(D) 

A. DABC   B. CBAD   C. CADB  D. BACD  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

8. The Centre’s decision to bring back the long-term (A)/ capital gains tax (LTCG) 
on equities, which was scrapped (B)/ in 2004-05, seems to be a hasty move to 
plug (C)/ the widening fiscal deficit ahead of an election year. (D) 

A. BCDA   B. DBAC   C. DCBA  D. ACBD  
E. No rearrangement required 



 

 

9. As per the World Trade Organisation, if a (A)/ company exports a product at a 

price lower than (B)/ the price it normally charges on its own (C)/ home market, 

it is said to be “dumping” the product. (D) 

A. ADCB   B. BCAD   C. DCAB  D. CBAD  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

10. The government, through Energy Efficiency (A)/ its success in the LED space 

in the commercial sector (B)/ by creating a market for low-cost, energy-efficient 

motors (C)/ Services Limited (EESL), is planning to replicate (D) 

A. ADCB   B. BDAC   C. ADBC  D. CABD  
E. No rearrangement required 
 

Correct answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

C A D B A D C E E C 

 

Explanations: 

1. The beginning fragment is fragment B here- 

Connectors: 

 

D and A: 

D: In traditional, patriarchal societies, the culturally 

A: constructed role for women places them in the 

 

A and B: 

A: constructed role for women places them in the 

B: domestic sphere and prevents them from undertaking 

 

B and C: 

B: domestic sphere and prevents them from undertaking 

C: social, economic, and political activities designated for men. 

The correct sequence is D-A-B-C. 

Hence, option C is correct. 



 

 

2.  The only viable beginning fragment is B as the rest are clearly continuation of other 
fragments. 
 
Connectors: 
 
B and A: 
B: The Prime Minister, in a recent televised interview, misleadingly 
A: claimed that an “independent agency” found that 
 
A and C: 
A: claimed that an “independent agency” found that 
C: 70 lakh Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) accounts 
 
C and D: 
C: 70 lakh Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) accounts 
D: were opened for persons aged 18–25 years. 
 
The correct sequence is B-A-C-D. 
 
Hence, option A is correct. 
 
 

3. Connectors: 

The only valid first fragment is fragment C: 

 

C and A: 

C: At the end of 2017, the Maharashtra government issued a government resolution 

A: that from January 2018, user charges in public hospitals for various services will 

 

A and D: 

A: that from January 2018, user charges in public hospitals for various services will 

D: increase substantially, in order to cover the increased costs to hospitals due to goods and 

 

D and B: 

D: increase substantially, in order to cover the increased costs to hospitals due to goods and 

B: services tax (GST) and to finance better quality services and improved maintenance. 

 

The correct sequence is C-A-D-B. 

 

Hence, option D is correct. 



 

 

4.  The only viable beginning fragment is B as the rest are clearly continuation of other 
fragments. 
 
Connectors: 
 
B and A: 
B: State universities remain central in the entire structure 
A: of higher education because in addition to large-scale 
 
A and C: 
A: of higher education because in addition to large-scale 
C: on-campus enrolment they grant affiliation and thereby administer 
 
C and D: 
C: on-campus enrolment they grant affiliation and thereby administer 
D: and control a large network of colleges in their respective jurisdictions. 
 
The correct sequence is B-A-C-D. 
 
Hence, option B is correct. 
 
 

5. Fragment A serves as the beginning fragment- 

 

Connectors: 

 

A and C 

A: Surge pricing is a price discrimination policy which is 

C: followed when the demand for a product exceeds its 

 

C and B: 

C: followed when the demand for a product exceeds its 

B: supply and is a strategy of taking advantage of 

 

B and D: 

B: supply and is a strategy of taking advantage of 

D: low price elasticity of demand during peak or rush times. 

 

The correct sequence is A-C-B-D. 

 

Hence, option A is correct. 



 

 

6. The beginning fragment is fragment D here- 
Connectors: 
 
D and A: 
D: The state should replenish both resource and leadership deficit 
A: of universities by putting dynamic persons in key positions who 
 
A and B: 
A: of universities by putting dynamic persons in key positions who 
B: may bring desired administrative changes with their vision and actions 
 
B and C: 
B: may bring desired administrative changes with their vision and actions 
C: to ensure wider inclusion in a qualitatively meaningful higher education. 
 
The correct sequence is D-A-B-C. 
 
Hence, option D is correct. 
 
  

7. Connectors: 
 
The only valid first fragment is fragment C: 
 
C and A: 
C: A lot of arbitration today is centred on trade agreements 
A: and investment treaties pertaining to crucial resources like 
 
A and D: 
A: and investment treaties pertaining to crucial resources like 
D: oil, gas, energy, and water as well as services that are 
 
D and B: 
D: oil, gas, energy, and water as well as services that are 
B: increasingly essential, such as telecommunications. 
 
The correct sequence is C-A-D-B. 
 
Hence, option C is correct. 

 

 



 

 

8.  The statement is correct in its original form and does not need to be rearranged. 
Hence, option E is correct. 

 
 

9. The statement is arranged correctly in its original form and does not need any re-

arranging. 
Hence, option E is correct. 

 
 

10. The first fragment is A- 

Connectors: 

 

A and D: 

A: The government, through Energy Efficiency 

D: Services Limited (EESL), is planning to replicate 

 

D and B: 

D: Services Limited (EESL), is planning to replicate 

B: its success in the LED space in the commercial sector 

 

B and C: 

B: its success in the LED space in the commercial sector 

C: by creating a market for low-cost, energy-efficient motors. 

 

The correct sequence is A-D-B-C 

 

Hence, option C is correct. 
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